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Goals
	 Combine the power of relational learning and 
  reinforcement learning
	 Learn a state space approximation online
	 Don’t require the user to be a domain expert

Approach
	 Create tree-based approximation using UTree 
  (McCallum, 1995)
	 Extend UTree to a relational environment
	 Tree Restructuring (Utgoff, 1995)
	 Stochastic sampling (Srinivasan, 1999)

Relational UTree Algorithm
	Take k steps in the environment, receiving an observation and reward each step. Each action chosen is the policy action of the current leaf node, with  probability of taking a picking a random action.
	For each non-leaf node in the tree, stochastically generate a set of distinction trees which divide the transition instances below that node.
	Generate a distribution for leaf, s, in a given distinction tree: (s) = {rti + U(L(ti+1)) | ti  T(s)}
	Find the best distinction tree by comparing the Kolmogorov-Smirnov distance between these distributions and the base distribution (containing all instances below the node).















	Replace the node’s distinction tree with the best one. Use tree restructuring (Utgoff, 1995).
	Perform value iteration until the values have converged
	For each leaf node in the tree, repeat the same process outlined in 4, except with no existing distinction tree to compare against.
	If the best distinction tree is utile, then install the distinction tree at the leaf.
	Perform value iteration until the values have converged
	Repeat until stopped.

Current Results
	 blocksworld1 domain
	 With  = 0.10, is 
  -optimal
	 Finney et al. (2002) 
  converged to about 
  80% in 200k steps

Relational Observations
	 Example Blockworld 
  configuration
	 Agent’s Focus (Bold)
	 Additional  Marker 
  (Arrow)
	 Domain specific 
  observations shown 
  below

	 Partially observable 
	 Low-level actions
	move-focus(direction)
	pick-up() / put-down()
	focus-on(color)
	etc
	 blocksworld1 domain 
  (Finney et al., 2002)

	 Fully observable 
	 High-level actions
	Move(x,y)
	 blocksworld2 domain 
  (Driessens et al., 2001)

Current and Future Work
	 Applying Relational UTree to the Game of Go
	 Learning in Tsume-Go sub-task
	 Full Go domain, build up from Tsume-Go
	 Study knowledge transfer and use of prior 
  knowledge in Go with relational decision trees
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	 blocksworld2 domain
	 With  = 0.10, is 
  -optimal
	 Driessens et al. (2001)

	 blocksworld1 domain
	 Smaller trees with restructuring
	 No loss in performance







